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Abstract. Remote sensing is increasingly used to assess
disaster damage, traditionally by professional image ana-
lysts. A recent alternative is crowdsourcing by volunteers
experienced in remote sensing, using internet-based map-
ping portals. We identify a range of problems in current ap-
proaches, including how volunteers can best be instructed for
the task, ensuring that instructions are accurately understood
and translate into valid results, or how the mapping scheme
must be adapted for different map user needs. The volun-
teers, the mapping organizers, and the map users all perform
complex cognitive tasks, yet little is known about the actual
information needs of the users. We also identify problematic
assumptions about the capabilities of the volunteers, princi-
pally related to the ability to perform the mapping, and to un-
derstand mapping instructions unambiguously. We propose
that any robust scheme for collaborative damage mapping
must rely on Cognitive Systems Engineering and its princi-
pal method, Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA), to understand
the information and decision requirements of the map and
image users, and how the volunteers can be optimally in-
structed and their mapping contributions merged into suitable
map products. We recommend an iterative approach involv-
ing map users, remote sensing specialists, cognitive systems
engineers and instructional designers, as well as experimen-
tal psychologists.

1 Introduction

Recent disasters, such as the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, have
been met by rapid response assistance on part of the interna-
tional community, both government and private sector. This

has included reconnaissance of the affected area with re-
mote sensing data, in particular satellite imagery. Commer-
cial satellite data have become indispensable in rapid post-
disaster structural damage assessment (Zhang and Kerle,
2008). Until a few years ago access was virtually always re-
stricted, even in the context of international disaster response.
Fortunately, this has been changing in recent years, coincid-
ing with increasingly routine post-disaster assistance based
on remote sensing data, facilitated through the International
Charter “Space and Major Disasters” (www.disasterscharter.
org) (Ito, 2005; Stryker and Jones, 2009). In the context of
Charter activations, ever growing numbers of satellite images
are being acquired and damage maps generated for major dis-
asters. This has led to increasing visibility of such support, as
well as an expanding user base for the resulting maps. Tradi-
tionally, a small number of professional analysts at the Oper-
ational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT) of the
United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNI-
TAR), the Center for Satellite-based Crisis Information of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR-ZKI), or the Service
Régional de Traitement d’Image et de Téléd́etection (SER-
TIT; based at the University of Strasbourg, France) has been
in charge of the image processing (Kerle, 2010).

Structural damage mapping based on image data has
proved difficult despite advances in imaging technology in
recent years (Kerle, 2010; Gerke and Kerle, 2011). At the
same time, the number of remote sensing experts has been
growing worldwide, as has the geoliteracy of lay people. This
results from ubiquitous exposure to geodata and geotools
(i.e., Google mapping tools, navigation systems, geotagging,
etc.). Beginning in 2008, following Cyclone Nargis in Myan-
mar and the Wenchuan earthquake (China), first attempts
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were made to apply collaborative mapping, a form of crowd-
sourcing (Goodchild and Glennon, 2010), in post-disaster
situations. This has taken two principal forms: (i) mapping
by a number of experts that share the burden of analyzing
large data sets in a coordinated manner, and (ii) mapping ef-
forts by thousands of largely laypersons in openly accessible
mapping portals. However, given the inherent challenges of
image-based damage mapping, as well as the high variabil-
ity of structural damage (Kerle, 2013), there are a number of
fundamental issues about how to best design a methodology
for collaborative mapping in emergency response, which we
address in this paper:

1. How can instructions to prospective damage mappers be
conveyed in the most comprehensive and least ambigu-
ous manner?

2. How can the organizations that coordinate the mapping
know whether volunteers actually interpret instructions
in the way they were intended?

3. How can it be insured that the instructions and examples
translate into valid and useful mapping results?

4. How can the mapping contributions by many volunteers
best be merged and evaluated?

5. What exactly is to be done with the geoinformation, and
to what extent do different uses require adaptation in the
mapping scheme?

Following a review of collaborative damage mapping, we
address the five questions in order, but we converge on ques-
tion 5.

2 State of the art in collaborative damage mapping

Geomapping activities depend crucially on an understanding
of the goals of the individuals who have to make decisions us-
ing the geoproducts, their information and decision require-
ments that are entailed by the goals, and the goal-directed
task activities that rely on the information and decision re-
quirements. Cartographic theory has always emphasized how
maps are made for particular purposes (Bertin, 1983) and,
therefore, convey particular information. This is no less true
for neogeography products (Turner, 2006) that are generated
from modern remote sensing data or using novel collabora-
tive mapping methods. They must be designed to allow the
user to directly apprehend precisely the information that is
crucial to their task and goals. This, however, does not ap-
pear to be the case for collaborative damage mapping. In fact
we have insufficient knowledge about what crisis informa-
tion the actual users need or understand, other than that they
may not be especially trained map readers (Duchêne et al.,
2011). Worse still, little effort is being made to understand
the user better.

The principal source of the problem is the growing number
of potential map users across many disciplines. For example,
at the time of the 2010 Haiti disaster an estimated 10 000 non-
governmental organizations were active in the country (Jobe,
2011). Together with the disaster relief agencies deployed
after the earthquake, they all constitute potential users of
geospatial information, including information about damage.
Given that no clearly defined user exists, maps are currently
distributed in PDF format, print-optimized for easy repro-
duction and dissemination among field staff. This approach
ensures small file sizes and map context that does not change
on different computer systems or can be easily modified by
other users.

It also implies a one-fits-all approach for all prospec-
tive users. To our knowledge, the varied information needs
of these stakeholders, including when and in what form
they need it, have not been assessed, even though other re-
searchers have previously identified the this gap (Corbane et
al., 2011a). Past research into the suitability of spatial disas-
ter information has tended to focus on technical metrics. For
example, Shimoni et al. (2011) assessed five different prod-
uct types for flood disasters (e.g., flood water extent) gener-
ated as part of an international crisis response exercise, yet
only focused on thematic and geometric accuracy aspects;
to what extent user needs were met, or the map informa-
tion was understood correctly, received no attention. Cor-
bane et al. (2011a) developed an elaborate validation pro-
tocol for damage maps, but also acknowledged that gener-
ally user needs are poorly defined. With respect to structural
damage mapping the trend has been towards an increasing
number of map makers and map styles, rather than on cre-
ating products that suit specific needs, or that were designed
together with the envisioned user (Fig. 1; Kerle, 2013).

The collaborative mapping that leads to damage map prod-
ucts is a process involving many people who are attempt-
ing to plan, make decisions, and take actions relying on a
considerable amount of technology, including computers and
communications systems. Collaborative mapping is complex
for these reasons, and also because the situations that are of
concern in the mapping are themselves complex, unfolding
events that are rife with uncertainties and unpredictabilities.
While the need to deal with the latter is a well-known re-
quirement of the disaster responders (the map users), also
the collaborative mappers need to respond flexibly to new
data becoming available, new mapping tasks being added, or
new information from the disaster scene becoming available.

Since its first release in 2005, Google Earth, like similar
virtual globes, has had a multi-layer and flexible nature. Us-
ing Google’s Application Programmable Interface, Google
map information can be readily integrated into existing web
sites, while also allowing customized map layers to be added
to Google Earth. This has made it a tool of choice for data
sharing, damage visualization etc. (Tomaszewski, 2011), and
explains why Google Earth was selected as a dissemination
vehicle by satellite operators willing to release post-disaster
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Fig. 1.Example damage maps of parts of Port-au-Prince (Haiti) following the 2010 earthquake, prepared by Service Régional de Traitement
d’Image et de T́eléd́etection (SERTIT;A), Information Technology for Humanitarian Assistance, Cooperation and Action (ITHACA;B),
United Nations Cartographic Section (UNCS;C), Information Management & Mine Action Programs (iMMAP;D), Crisis Information
Center of the German Aerospace Center (DLR-ZKI;E) and the alliance of the Italian Space Agency and Telespazio e-GEOS(F). Legends
adapted from original sources to show only elements related to structural damage. Note that map scales vary slightly.

imagery. This process has been actively fostered by Google,
and in particular its philanthropic arm, Google.org, whose
Crisis Response project has been providing support and co-
ordination following major disasters and other humanitar-
ian crises ever since the 2005 Hurricane Katrina event (van
Aardt et al., 2011). Given Google Earth’s ubiquitous nature
and flexibility, it has broadcast post-disaster satellite imagery
and has invited efforts to add value to those data on the part
of concerned individuals and organizations not officially in-
volved in damage mapping. This has led to platforms that
are open to any interested mapper, such as the proprietary
Google Map Maker (GMM), or alternatives operating un-
der open content license agreements, such as OpenStreetMap
(OSM). Both tools are mainly used for rapid generation of
base data, such as road infrastructure, and gazetteering.

In addition to collaborative mapping platforms that are
open to all, such as GMM, there also exist closed systems

limited to registered image analysis experts. Following the
2008 Wenchuan earthquake, ImageCat (www.imagecatinc.
com) established the Virtual Disaster Viewer (VDV;vdv.
mceer.buffalo.edu, based on Microsoft Bing imagery), where
85 volunteers recruited in remote sensing image analysis
circles mapped structural damage based on pre- and post-
disaster high spatial resolution satellite imagery (Barrington
et al., 2011). Detailed instructions on what and how to map
were provided to the volunteers by ImageCat.

A similar effort was launched following the 2010 Haiti
earthquake (Ghosh et al., 2011). Initially also based on
the proprietary VDV platform, mapping was subsequently
moved to Google Earth. More than 600 volunteers with re-
mote sensing expertise and representing 131 private, gov-
ernmental and academic institutions in 23 different coun-
tries participated in what became known as the Global Earth
Observation-Catastrophe Assessment Network (GEO-CAN;
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Fig. 2. Neighborhood in Port-au-Prince (Haiti) severely affected by the 12 January 2010 earthquake. Pre-event Geoeye-1 satellite image
(26 August 2009;A), first post-event satellite scene (Geoeye-1, 13 January 2010;B), and airborne image acquired on 25 January 2010(C).
©Google Earth.

Corbane et al., 2011b; Ghosh et al., 2011). Mapping was first
carried out based on Geoeye-1 satellite data with 50 cm spa-
tial resolution (down-sampled from the original 41 cm due
to US government regulations), and later repeated on 15 cm
aerial imagery (Fig. 2). GEO-CAN worked with a hybrid ap-
proach of an essentially open platform used by a closed com-
munity. The more recently established Tomnod platform for
collaborative image-based mapping (tomnod.com) follows a
similar approach. While mapping on open platforms such as
GMM and OSM is largely restricted to base mapping and is
controlled or guided via editorial and review processes, map-
ping on closed platforms or by a closed community is based
on detailed instructions to the mappers, comprising of text-
based descriptions of damage to be mapped, and supported
by illustrations and example screen captures (see section on
question 1).

Such collaborative approaches assume that all volunteers
possess the perceptual and damage recognition skills re-
quired, which may be a misjudgement. With increasing so-
phistication of air- and spaceborne remote sensing systems
the quality of data, especially in terms of spatial resolution,
has been increasing. The most recent generation of civilian
Earth observation satellites, Geoeye-1, has reached a res-
olution of 0.41/1.65 m (panchromatic/multispectral), while
aerial imagery, such as of the type acquired after the Haiti
disaster, easily reaches 15 cm. This increase in resolution
implies that the mapping results based on those data must
be gradually improving, but this has only materialized to a
certain extent (Kerle, 2013). It was found in Haiti that the
amount of building damage mapped in the 15 cm aerial im-
agery was approximately 10 times greater than what had
been identified in the 50 cm satellite data (Lemoine, 2010),

demonstrating the value of greater detail. At the same time,
work by Cambridge Architectural Research Ltd. on airborne
Pictometry data (imagery that includes four oblique views
and a vertical image) acquired shortly after the Haiti earth-
quake showed that despite the excellent data quality only
about 63 % of the buildings mapped as heavily damaged or
completely destroyed on the ground were identified as such
in the visual analysis of the Pictometry imagery (K. Saito,
personnel communication, 2011; Ghosh et al., 2011).

Figure 3 illustrates how the type of damage can lead to dif-
ferent scores on the ground, in Pictometry and based on satel-
lite data. Complete destruction (D5 on the European Macro-
seismic Scale of 1998, EMS98; Grünthal, 1998) can often
be readily identified in vertical satellite (a) and airborne Pic-
tometry imagery (b), and confirmed as such on the ground
(c). However, buildings suffering floor collapse while retain-
ing an intact roof are often misclassified. The building in (d)
showed no damage in the satellite image (damage score of 0),
but received a D5 both in the Pictometry assessment (e) and
in the field (f). The building in (g) also shows no visible dam-
age in the image, and only minor cracks on the ground (i).
However, it also illustrates that where site access is restricted
no complete assessment (e.g., in this case to the ground floor)
is possible. Oblique Pictometry data are particularly useful
in such a case (h). Whatever limitations professional damage
mappers face naturally also apply to volunteers. The Haiti
damage mapping, including the GEO-CAN effort, the data
validation work, and field mapping, were recently described
by Ghosh et al. (2011).

A number of additional post-disaster response efforts
based on crowdsourcing principles have been established.
Several of them, such as Ushahidi (e.g., Roche et al., 2011),
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Fig. 3.Discrepancies in damage scores for image- and ground-based assessment as per EMS98 ranking (D0= no damage, to D5= complete
destruction). Building in(D) corresponds to pancake collapsed structure indicated by the arrow in(E). See text for details. ©Google Earth.
(B), (E) and(H) ©Pictometry International Corp. Field photos were provided by the UK-based Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation
Team (EEFIT) and Cambridge Architectural Research Ltd.

or the USGS’sDid you feel it?, are also using cartographic
tools, though only to visualize volunteered contributions
such as incident reports.

3 Challenges in collaborative mapping

Based on the challenges and potential shortcomings in cur-
rent collaborative damage mapping approaches we address
the 5 research questions stated earlier.

3.1 How can mapping instructions be conveyed in the
most comprehensive and least ambiguous manner?

The degree of difficulty of collaborative mapping for emerg-
ing and emergency situations (e.g., in Haiti) depends on the
actual mapping objectives. Comparatively simple and unam-
biguous tasks, such as image-based road mapping, one of the
central aims of GMM and OSM, have proved rapid, compre-

hensive and robust, indicating that they require a lower de-
gree of analytical ability than damage mapping. All edits are
checked and approved in a review and moderation process.
Independent assessments have found results to be very ac-
curate, for example by comparison with maps published by
national mapping organizations (Haklay et al., 2010; Hak-
lay, 2010), though room for improvement has also been
noted (Girres and Touya, 2010). Problems have also been
found in the georeferencing accuracy of the source satellite
data (Goodchild, 2007), which then propagate into mapping
results.

However, structural damage mapping is an entirely dif-
ferent challenge. Numerous studies have explored the util-
ity of image data (optical, radar, and airborne laser scanning
[LiDAR] data, and both vertical and oblique imagery) (e.g.,
Kerle et al., 2008; Dell’Acqua and Gamba, 2012; Arciniegas
et al., 2007). Many strategies to automate damage detection
have been tested, but complex pattern recognition problems
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Fig. 4. Examples of different types of structural damage and their appearance in vertical image data in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Rubble pile
after disintegration of an adobe building(A), and severe structural damage of a reinforced concrete structure (B; aerial photographs from 25
January 2010). Both are examples of D5 damage (total destruction) on the EMS98 scale. Many structures in Port-au-Prince were already
strongly decayed by the time of the earthquake, or had never been finished, which is easily mistaken for damage. The building in(C) and(D)
(pre- and post-disaster Geoeye-1 satellite images of 26 August 2009 and 13 January 2010, respectively) is an example. ©Google Earth.

remain at the edge of what is possible via computational
analysis. Reflecting the lack of a robust and flexible method,
virtually all operational Charter-based mapping of structural
damage continues to be based on manual, visual image in-
terpretation (Voigt et al., 2011). This is precisely because
of the difficulty of translating what is essentially a concept
(“damage”) into (i) identifiable, physical parameters (Gerke
and Kerle, 2011) and (ii) operational definitions or expres-
sions of spatial elements or characteristics to recognize. Both
must also be understandable for remote sensing professionals
without specific damage mapping expertise.

The GEO-CAN mapping was aimed at very heavy dam-
age (D4) and complete destruction (D5), respectively. Gerke
and Kerle (2011) discussed the ambiguities of the EMS98
classification. In particular, individual damage elements
(e.g., roofs or facades) do not add linearly to a given dam-
age scale, and damage classifications vary for different build-
ing types, such as masonry or reinforced concrete. The dam-
age in Port-au-Prince proved especially challenging given the
great amount of decayed and unfinished buildings that shared
similarities with damaged building stock (see Fig. 4c and d,
as well as Castoldi et al., 2011). The EMS98 scale was also
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designed for in situ damage assessment by structural engi-
neers, not laypersons or remote sensing experts.

It is clear that an evaluation that includes a detailed view
of different façades of a building, and possibly the interior,
even by a layperson observing such a building on the ground,
cannot be matched by an assessment based on largely verti-
cal, single-view imagery that shows fewer perspectives and
considerably less detail. This poses a considerable challenge
for collaborative image-based damage mapping. Addition-
ally, damage has a number of facets: it can be seen in struc-
tural or in economical terms, from a survivability perspective
(as a function of structural integrity), or from a perspective
of use and function. For example, a hospital only needs to
sustain moderate structural damage for its utility to be com-
promised. These points need to be considered in collabora-
tive damage mapping, and mappers provided with suitably
comprehensive and unambiguous instructions. At the same
time, these instructions are related to one specific definition
of damage, typically physical destruction, and do not com-
municate anything about the actual information needs (or
damage definitions) of the map user. No approaches to gen-
erate image-based damage information to satisfy such varia-
tion in damage definitions have been developed. All maps in
Fig. 1 only show physical damage, thus are largely different
visualizations of the same phenomenon.

From a cognition perspective it also remains to be assessed
to what extent the difficulty in collaborative mapping is am-
plified by either the mapping software, or the communication
tools used to convey mapping instructions to the volunteer.
Devising damage mapping instructions is a challenge due to
the complexity of the problem. Even with mapping focusing
only on D4 and D5 damage (i.e., severe damage to total de-
struction) the way damage is expressed in imagery is highly
variable. Some indicators are directly visible, such as clearly
defined rubble piles (Fig. 4a) or large cracks or deformations
in roofs (Fig. 4b) where the pre-event scene showed an intact
structure. At other times proxies have to be used. For exam-
ple, missing or smaller shadows compared to the pre-event
situation, or different roof offsets between adjacent buildings
(oval in Fig. 5b), indicate pancake collapse (intact roof but
collapsed floors). However, sun angle differences between
image acquisitions, and resulting shadow changes, can also
cause confusion (compare shadows in a and b). The lack of
shadow along the building in (b) can be mistaken for collapse
of the upper part of the building. The roof of the building in
(c) appears largely intact. However, there is evidence of floor
collapse, with the overall roof angle changing with respect
to the outer wall (compare c and d), and extensive blow-out
debris on both sides (arrows). All of these indicators need to
be evaluated:

i. In imagery that may have poor quality (e.g., haze, dust);

ii. where resolution, viewing angle or sun position (and
hence building shadows) differ between pre- and post-
event image (Fig. 5a and b);

iii. where buildings are closely clustered or roofs overlap,
effectively preventing individual structures from being
identified, and;

iv. where changes such as building construction or demoli-
tion have taken place between image acquisition dates.

Instructions prepared for the Wenchuan and Haiti collab-
orative damage mapping tried to address this problem. The
Virtual Disaster Viewer (VDV) guidelines for Wenchuan are
a 12 page document that in 23 steps explains the concept and
layout of the VDV, the registration procedure and navigation
tools, an ideal mapping strategy to ensure completeness, as
well as detailed descriptions of the different damage cate-
gories. Condensing the variety of direct and indirect damage
expressions in a mapping instruction manual clearly poses an
enormous challenge, raising the question of how accurate the
resulting volunteer contributions can be.

3.2 Will the instructions and examples actually result in
valid and useful mapping results?

According to the current collaborative mapping perspective,
being able to provide a usable and useful mapping contribu-
tion has a number of preconditions:

i. The instructions provided to the mapper need to un-
ambiguously define and characterize the features to be
mapped, be comprehensive enough to cover the entire
spectrum of the feature’s appearance in the data used,
and provide a clear definition in case of subcategories
(e.g., very heavy damage vs. complete destruction);

ii. the volunteer has sufficient domain knowledge and tech-
nical skills to carry out the mapping;

iii. the method to be used for the mapping must be made
clear, including use of symbology, color codes and at-
tributes, and;

iv. the software environment must be easily learnable and
highly usable, and needs to support an optimal interac-
tion with the data (including easy use of multiple images
if pre- and post-event data are available) and facilitate
easy yet accurate mapping.

The validity of all of these assumptions needs to be assessed.
Assumption (i) constitutes the immediate challenge. As

described above and by Gerke and Kerle (2011), image-
based mapping of structural damage means assigning a sin-
gle and meaningful label to a structural element (building,
bridge, road etc.) that may be in a complex state. The map-
per is provided with text descriptions and example imagery
that are meant to be comprehensive and unambiguous (e.g.,
Fig. 5). However, ambiguity does not result from the num-
ber or choice of illustrations, but rather emerges in the inter-
action of instructions with what the reader knows and their
context. It follows that ambiguity cannot be reduced simply
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Fig. 5. Use of proxies in structural building damage assessment, such as shadow (A andB), and building offset and blow-out debris (C and
D). See text for discussion. ©Google Earth.

by expanding the instruction manual. Rather, one must let the
mapper practice the task and receive corrective feedback.

This entails an additional challenge, since in the post-
disaster phase where the mapping takes place, the organizers
typically possess no field information as a basis for valida-
tion and feedback. Also, the aim at comprehensive illustra-
tion of all damage types and forms of appearance may be
counterproductive. While research in psychology has shown
that learning to perceive complex patterns depends on hav-
ing exposure to instances that span the range of critical vari-
ables, and instances that are “tough cases” as opposed to
“clear cases” (Hoffman and Fiore, 2007; Klein and Hoffman,
1993), for initial learning of a complex task, comprehensive-
ness is not recommended. Insights from instructional design

and learning theory should be used to improve mapping in-
structions.

Assumption (ii) was indirectly addressed by GEO-CAN
by prompting the volunteer to state their expertise in the reg-
istration process. According to ImageCat, volunteers were
required to possess a MSc degree or equivalent, and at least
4–5 yr of remote sensing experience, information on which
was to be provided during the registration. However, it is un-
clear if mapping results were tagged with some form of re-
liability attribute as a function of different experience levels,
or whether results from less experienced volunteer factions
received special validation. Ghosh et al. (2011) reported that
experience level was matched against degree of complexity
and difficulty of the tiles assigned to the volunteer. More fun-
damentally, however, it is not clear if or how general remote
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Fig. 6. Delineation of damaged buildings in Google Earth, and creation of kmz (Keyhole Markup Language) files that were later integrated
by GEO-CAN. Identification of individual buildings, especially those with severe damage, is nearly impossible in post-event data alone(A);
reference imagery(B) is needed. Volunteer mappers had to specify the damage level from 1 to 5 according to EMS98, confidence in the
given score (in percent), and a comment such as on the damage level (dashed box). Screen captures from Google Earth. ©Google Earth.

sensing experience correlates with an ability to map struc-
tural damage accurately. Willingness to help and volunteer is
strong following exceptional disasters, but it has been shown
that volunteers are often not adequately skilled for the work
they wish to support (for an account of inadequately pre-
pared medical staff volunteering after the Haiti earthquake
see Jobe, 2011). It is possible that collaborative damage map-
ping suffers from comparable limitations.

Assumptions (iii) and (iv) relate to the mapping imple-
mentation and the software environment. The VDV has sim-
ilarities to platforms such as Google Earth but considerably
less functionality. It does allow different image layers to be
switched on and off (which is critical for comparison be-
tween pre- and post-event images), and map entries to be
modified or deleted. This is important because mappers need
to be able to correct their work; knowing that an entry is
permanent can have a paralyzing effect on the mapper. In
a sense, the capabilities of the software are “instructions”
to the mapper (Norman, 1998). We argue that CTA would
be needed to assess to what extent the instructions for how
to map in VDV or Google Maps were properly designed,
and matched the actual tasks that mappers had to perform.
The ubiquity and broad user base, in particular of Google
Earth, imply a self-explanatory nature. However, tools are
very rarely self-explanatory, even when (experienced) users
claim that they are (see Norman, 1998).

The first phase of the collaborative mapping following the
Haiti earthquake was also carried out in the VDV. Within 48 h
more than 133 km2 were mapped based on 50 cm Geoeye-
1 imagery, again using point signatures to map building

damage. For the second phase, using 15 cm aerial imagery
and eventually covering more than 1000 km2, Google Earth
was used. Unlike in phase 1, buildings to be classified first
had to be polygonized, and the resulting kmz (Google’s
Keyhole Markup Language) files of building polygons with
damage attribute sent to ImageCat for integration (Ghosh
et al., 2011). More than 600 registered volunteers mapped
500× 500 m grid cells, and received a document explaining
the functionality of Google Earth, in particular the creation of
polygons to be saved as kmz files. As for Wenchuan, a Dam-
age Level Interpretation Guide was also provided to assist
the volunteer, consisting of screen captures and a text-based
characterization meant to be comprehensive and representa-
tive. With more than 1 billion users worldwide, Google Earth
was likely a more familiar platform for most mappers and
remote sensing specialists than the VDV. However, the tech-
nical challenge was greater. This was due to the need for the
mapper to create actual building outlines (in very difficult
urban terrain), the need for the mapper to discriminate build-
ings already decayed prior to the earthquake, and the effort
of creating new map layers and computer files. The latter is a
task that is imposed by the software, separate from the actual
semantics of the mapping task, and adds another potential
error source. Figure 6 illustrates both the challenge of iden-
tifying and outlining a destroyed building (red polygon), and
the metadata to be provided for each polygon. Phase 2 also
included an assessment of building floor numbers and total
floor space (Ghosh et al., 2011), adding further complexity.

Both the VDV and the Google Earth damage mapping
environments should be subjected to a usability evaluation,
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Fig. 7. ImageCat’s Virtual Disaster Viewer, showing damage mapped following the 2008 Wenchuan (China) earthquake. Damage assessment
was more difficult than in Haiti, given (i) the relatively low image detail (QuickBird with 2.4 m multispectral resolution), (ii) low image
contrast and haze, and (iii) the larger number of damage types. For example, accurate detection of serviceable bridges or roads blocked by
landslides requires additional distinct image analysis expertise.

such as the Cognitive Walkthrough as described by Polson
et al. (1992) or Allendoerfer et al. (2005) to measure their
performance, and to understand better what difficulties vol-
unteers have with either working environment, or whether
they are indeed used correctly.

Previous collaborative damage-mapping efforts have ex-
perimented with different types of damage demarcation, dif-
ferent degrees of mapping complexity, and different kinds
of instructions. In the VDV-based Wenchuan case, mappers
had to place symbols of different damage degrees on individ-
ual buildings, in addition to flagging infrastructure damage,

sites of humanitarian response (e.g., tents), and landslides
caused by the earthquake (see Fig. 7), adding substantially
to mapping complexity. The Haiti damage mapping only ad-
dressed building damage. The effect of complexity on map-
ping performance, both in terms of numbers of feature types
and number of damage levels to be mapped, remains to be
assessed.
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3.3 How can the mapping coordinator know whether
volunteers actually interpret instructions in the
same way as they were intended?

This question presents a two-fold problem: the mapping co-
ordinator makes assumptions about the instructions (i.e., that
they are comprehensive and unambiguous), while the map-
per assumes that the mapped features are clear to the coordi-
nator. Neither is necessarily the case. No instruction manual
can cover all eventualities and, as we mentioned earlier, such
an aim may be counterproductive. Thus, while the mapper
learns by doing and has to make choices for each building in
the grid cell, the resulting data layer likely contains variations
in mapping precision (building outlines) and accuracy (dam-
age levels). Since the mapper is also not forced (and indeed
should not be forced) to follow a specified decision making
process, or to motivate or justify a given damage label, the
mapping becomes a series of ad hoc decisions that reflect

i. How the mapper understood (and mentally adjusted) the
sample illustrations;

ii. the image analysis experience of the mapper;

iii. the learning process the mapper undergoes, and;

iv. the time the volunteer allocated to the task.

Feedback from volunteers involved in the Haiti mapping has
shown that not all of them clearly understood the objec-
tives of the mapping (Barrington et al., 2011). Blunders and
clearly erroneous submissions resulting from such misunder-
standing were identified and removed by ImageCat (Ghosh et
al., 2011).

Collaborative mapping efforts carried out to date were fur-
ther complicated by the fact that the mappers did not actually
know the purpose of the damage data. Thus, they had no clear
guidelines for the requirement of the map users (and their un-
derstanding of damage), the required precision for the build-
ing outlines, nor for the cost of mapping errors (both false
positives and negatives). The latter has become a particular
problem in post-disaster damage mapping and can be sum-
marized as accountability. Although mapping by registered
volunteers means that all map submissions are traceable to
the mapper, there are no penalties for inaccuracies. The term
“penalty” is used here in the sense that the review process
in open mapping platforms such as OSM leads to a reliabil-
ity ranking of the mapper, with mapping errors having nega-
tive consequences. We hypothesize that corrective feedback
more positively affects overall mapping performance, as well
as the dedication of the volunteer to the task, than penalizing.
Mappers currently receive no feedback at all on their work,
even though it has been identified as critical in voluntary col-
laborative activities (MacEachren and Cai, 2006). Corrective
feedback is crucial in all perceptual learning tasks (Hoffman,
1990).

3.4 How can the mapping contributions by many
volunteers best be merged and evaluated?

Collaborative mapping has the great advantage of parallel
processing, leading to enormous time saving while keeping
the mapping load per individual manageable. On the other
hand it means that many hundreds of tiles should be checked
(ideally, for accuracy, completeness and blunders). This is
not an impossible goal. Using appropriate sampling, a rep-
resentative statistical evaluation of the above 3 parameters is
well possible. This was attempted by ImageCat staff, who
visually checked submissions for obvious mistakes, checked
all GIS layers automatically to search for polygon overlaps
and spurious slivers, and subjected 5 % of all submissions
to a detailed validation (Ghosh et al., 2011). Welinder et
al. (2010) developed quantitative methods to assess the com-
petence, expertise and potential bias of crowdsourcing con-
tributors that could also be applied in the GEO-CAN context.
The tiles also have to be integrated, implying grid cell bor-
der conflicts and ambiguities that also need to be resolved.
In total some 2000 tiles of 500× 500 m were mapped, and
> 30000 building outlines submitted.

A number of additional specific questions about collabo-
rative mapping emerge that have not yet been scientifically
addressed:

i. Should more than one person map a given grid cell to
highlight variability in damage estimation or mapping
mistakes, and simultaneously provide a validity and ac-
curacy check? This was also recommended by Barring-
ton et al. (2011), and already used by Tomnod in 2011
to map temporary refugee shelters in Somalia. Their
CrowdRank approach used redundant entries to gauge
mapper reliability and for the statistical estimation of
the total number of shelters;

ii. should mapping be more collaborative (using electronic
communication and discussion means among volun-
teers)? For example, Fiore et al. (2010) showed how the
knowledge of individuals enters the team decision mak-
ing process and is used to build group knowledge, which
can lead to more accurate and confident results. Tomnod
used a shared training and feedback document where
mappers could post questions and suggestions, which
led to a discussion about mapping strategies, problems
encountered, and to revised instructions;

iii. should groups of volunteer mappers be assigned a pro-
fessional responsible for a number of grid cells?

Dickinson et al. (2010) found that volunteers/amateurs work
best when accompanied by a professional, though this may
also be counterproductive by undermining confidence of the
mapper. In the GEO-CAN-type situation only people with
a remote sensing background participated, thus perhaps no
mentoring/guiding is needed. Given that image-based dam-
age mapping also challenges remote sensing experts, likely
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the role of such a professional would be that of a moder-
ator and discussion leader. On the other hand very few of
the volunteers will have had actual experience (let alone sub-
stantial expertise) with damage mapping, and some coach-
ing by someone more experienced could well be useful. If
the experienced damage mapper serves as a back-stop rather
than someone imposed on the volunteer, their input and guid-
ance may be more effective. Given the likely absence of ac-
tual ground damage information, the mapping organizers, to-
gether with selected experts, could also create a consensus-
based damage dataset based on visual image interpretation
for a small test area to provide training and corrective feed-
back to the volunteers (see also Barrington et al., 2011).
However, it must be considered that such expert data are
themselves “noisy estimates” (Smyth et al., 1994). Castoldi
et al. (2011) investigated the effect of image pre-processing
on visual damage mapping, hypothesizing that appropriately
enhanced images better highlight salient damage features.
Using eye-tracking equipment they found that images en-
hanced using a morphological segmentation approach (Pe-
saresi and Benediktsson, 2001) led to improved mapping
of D4 and D5 damage, and also reduced time between the
identification of two damaged buildings. However, also un-
finished structures (e.g., Fig. 4c and d) were highlighted in
the pre-processing, leading to an increased number of false
positives. The study further revealed that the value of image
enhancement differed for groups with different remote sens-
ing expertise. In particular expert mappers benefited from the
pre-processing for the identification of D4 damage. This im-
plies that such image enhancement increases the saliency of
damage features, but does not reduce the semantic complex-
ity of the task.

Another possibility is a technical solution aiming at plau-
sibility checking of submitted results, or possibly automatic
feedback during mapping such as giving suggestions or
alerting to likely mapping errors (e.g., overlapping build-
ing polygons, excessively large number of damaged fea-
tures per area unit, etc.). While some of these measures are
very context-specific (e.g., building shape), basic plausibil-
ity checks, such as non-overlap of pre-disaster building poly-
gons (see Fig. 5b), or flagging of polygons too small or too
large to correspond to a building, can be performed by a com-
puter. Within limits, the statistical plausibility of the damage
level of an individual building with respect to the state of
structures surrounding it can be assessed. In the Haiti work,
for example, D4 and D5 damage was already statistically
extrapolated to estimate damage at lower levels of severity
(Ghosh et al., 2011). Such assessment, however, is strongly
affected by both seismic site affects and the state and con-
struction material of a given building, all of which are spa-
tially highly variable.

3.5 What exactly needs to be done with the geoinforma-
tion, and to what extent do different users require
adaptation in the mapping scheme?

Maps of any kind need to be useable, useful and understand-
able. But these three “u’s” must be understood as being rela-
tive to the person who is using the maps, and trying to make
sense of the information they contain for their particular pur-
poses and goals. A disaster manager has a variety of infor-
mation needs, such as the number of buildings affected to
various degrees, the structural integrity of public buildings
that may serve as shelters or support posts, and suitable sites
for emergency shelters. A government worker needs to begin
estimating the amount of debris that needs to be removed,
and how much concrete will be needed to rebuild a trans-
portation infrastructure. The floor space estimation in Haiti
was the basis for the subsequent Post Disaster Needs Assess-
ment (PDNA), i.e., determination of financial requirements
for rebuilding and recovery.

These and numerous other questions need to be answered
through the use of software support systems and tools that
are usable, useful, understandable and that lead to informa-
tion (maps) that directly aids the decision maker. A given
map might be elegant or informative from the standpoint of a
remote sensing scientist or the cartographer who devised the
map categories and symbology, but that same map might or
might not make immediately perceptible the information that
the emergency responder needs (Fig. 1; for a discussion on
radically different damage map styles for the same disaster
area in Haiti see Kerle, 2013).

Morss et al. (2005) studied the potential mutual misun-
derstandings between scientists and decision makers in flood
risk management. They showed how perception and under-
standing of essential terms (e.g., uncertainty) differed in the
two groups, and also how scientists had to reconsider their
abstract definition of “the” decision maker. This led to an
understanding of the specific needs of different user groups,
which get further modulated by interaction between groups,
and how those reach decisions using scientific information.
It was shown how decision making needs must be included
in the scientific research and development process in an iter-
ative manner, with emphasis on multidisciplinarity. Whether
such a process leads to more useful map products in the post-
disaster response context cannot be presumed, and must be
determined empirically. This is where cognitive task analysis
comes in.

4 The role of Cognitive Systems Engineering

Collaborative mapping and emergency response are both
complex cognitive work systems. The scientific study and
design of such systems is the focus of the field of cogni-
tive systems engineering (CSE; Hoffman and Woods, 2000),
which has its origins in the disciplines of human–computer
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interaction and ergonomics. The primary methodology of
CSE is referred to as cognitive task analysis (CTA; Cran-
dall et al., 2006). The effectiveness of a technology interven-
tion can be compromised by rapid changes in technology,
the dynamic nature of the work that technology must sup-
port, and scaffolding for the worker to develop robust men-
tal models. CTA is a suite of empirical and experimental
methods that support technology developers in identifying
cognitive challenges and understanding cognitive demands.
CTA identifies, documents, and communicates the reason-
ing processes underlying performance so that the decision
requirements can be incorporated into the design and imple-
mentation of information technology. CTA enables an under-
standing of the cognitive landscape that permits operators to
use technology effectively, and developers to create informa-
tion systems that support and enhance human performance.
CTA methods have evolved as a necessary response to the
increasingly complex sociotechnical systems that exist at the
intersection of people, technology and work (Hoffman and
Militello, 2008; Hoffman and Woods, 2000).

CTA studies aim to capture what people know and how
they reason, including what they pay attention to, the strate-
gies they are using to make decisions or detect problems,
what they try to accomplish, and what they know about the
way a process or system works. They can reveal the risks,
time elements, opportunities, and mistakes that confront peo-
ple as they work. They can help us understand the physical
surroundings of work, including the technologies, tools, arti-
facts, work conditions, stressors, and types of team interac-
tion and communication patterns that impact cognitive pro-
cesses.

A variety of observational methods can be used to under-
stand the flow, pace, climate, and activity of the workplace.
This is often a critical component of CTA and would be ex-
pected to be central in the analysis of the cognitive work
of emergency responders as they rely on mapping products.
CTA can also help the designers of mapping methods to un-
derstand how volunteer mappers can be better instructed, es-
pecially in a more group-based approach. While only lim-
ited CTA has been applied to the challenges of rapid map-
ping for emergency response or issues of crowdsourced map-
ping (e.g., the use of thinking aloud – semi-structured inter-
views by Castoldi et al., 2011), it has been applied in the
field of remote sensing more broadly (Hoffman and Mark-
man, 2001; Hoffman et al., 2002).

Several of the methods mentioned here have been suc-
cessfully adapted to study team cognitive processes: the way
the teams communicate, draw inferences, share information,
make judgments and decisions, see patterns, and make errors.
Virtually all modern sociotechnical systems have a team as-
pect, and CTA methods can provide important insights into
understanding cognitive processes and functions at the team
and organizational levels. Some of the data analysis tech-
niques and representational formats that appear particularly
useful include creating narrative accounts of incidents and

examples, cataloguing cues and patterns, identifying themes,
coding of conceptual and perceptual categories, and describ-
ing cognitive sequences and chronologies, and creating syn-
thesized/integrated concept maps (Crandall et al., 2006).

We assert that the eventual purpose of the map informa-
tion, and to what extent mapping strategies have to be ad-
justed to different user needs (question 5), play a central role
in answering the questions related to the mapping process
itself. Therefore, first the information and decision require-
ments of the people who will use the mapping products must
be determined in as multidisciplinary a process as possi-
ble (Morss et al., 2005). This includes an assessment of their
goals, and the information they need to navigate their prob-
lem space, how they navigate their trade-offs, and how they
make decisions and take actions to achieve their goals. This
determines what has to be shown to them, and how. Thus,
it is formative of the work of the volunteer mappers, the in-
structions they are given, etc.

Software systems and displays that are intended to sup-
port cognitive work are, in effect, hypotheses about how the
work will be conducted, based on some model of the work
that is inside the head of the person (or team) that is writ-
ing the software, building the mapping interface and mak-
ing decisions about the map features, symbology, etc. When
the model of the work held by the designer (i.e., the remote
sensing scientist) differs from the work process and require-
ments of the actual end-users of the software, or forces some
designer-centred process on them, problems always result.
It will lead to software with limited utility (Koopman and
Hoffman, 2003), as has been seen repeatedly in small-scale
and large-scale software procurements (Hoffman et al., 2009;
Neville et al., 2008; Hollnagel and Woods, 2005). The tech-
nology to be used must thus be suitable for the available
data and the questions to be answered. It also needs to strike
a balance between guiding the mapper to a concrete deci-
sion (e.g., a specific identification and severity indicator for
a given damaged feature from a fixed set of options), while
not forcing a decision in ambiguous situations.

In the Wenchuan mapping no flexibility was allowed,
while for the Haiti event mappers assigned confidence levels
for each building polygon created (see Fig. 6a), effectively
reducing rigidity of the process. However, complete mapping
coverage (every building in a grid cell) is expected in collab-
orative mapping, and usually only a limited number of hard
choices is provided (e.g., no visible damage all the way up
to complete destruction). Sometimes there is an option for
“unclear/uncertain” or “suspected damage” and the like. An
improved process would allow the expression and sharing of
rich judgments rather than the use of check boxes or reduc-
tive ratings scales, as is currently the case. The Tomnod plat-
form, by fostering discussion and feedback, is beginning to
address this issue.

It also needs to be considered that the eventual map user
typically has a limited appreciation for the difficulties dam-
age mappers face, and might take results for granted. Thus
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ideally the mapping system should not only include the pos-
sibility to indicate the mapping confidence of a given mapped
feature, but also a clear communication of its meaning in a
collaborative development process with the map user. While
a damage map user does not need to understand all technical
details of the remote sensing and image analysis process, the
“competence envelope” of the procedures applied in the map
making should be clear.

CTA is a rich palette of multiple methods, includ-
ing various forms of structured interviews and a num-
ber of experiment-like tasks that evaluate human perfor-
mance (Hoffman and Militello, 2008). Retrospective anal-
yses, such as the Critical Decision Method (CDM) (CDM;
Hoffman et al., 1998) provide rich case studies and are in-
formative of how the decision maker reasons and strategizes
about difficult problems and tough cases. Combinations of
methods, such as the combination of the CDM with the cre-
ation of Conceptual diagrams (Moon et al., 2011) are an ef-
ficient way to reveal the knowledge and information require-
ments of decision makers, as well as how volunteer mappers
operate. CTA has made significant contributions to work de-
sign and software design in many venues in government, in-
dustry and the private sector (Cooke and Durso, 2007; Holl-
nagel and Woods, 2005). We emphasize that the CTA meth-
ods introduced in this article are in principle suitable to in-
crease both the understanding of the decision making pro-
cesses of emergency responders and the volunteer mappers.

5 The way forward

In this article we address some principal weaknesses in cur-
rent collaborative damage mapping approaches, which are
also the two endpoints of an information chain: the poten-
tial users of post-disaster information and their diverse needs
that are insufficiently understood, and the way the volun-
teers’ knowledge is elicited and aggregated into a collabora-
tive map product. The chain itself comprises three main ac-
tors: the volunteer community, the mapping organizers, and
the users of the products. We identify a number of miscon-
ceptions that affect the effectiveness of this work chain:

i. All volunteer mappers possess the skills to map struc-
tural damage accurately;

ii. the same mapping instructions are equally understand-
able to all volunteers;

iii. a map showing damage (in whatever form) is per se use-
ful to the decision maker;

iv. the map users will understand the damage information
shown, as well as the uncertainties affecting its genera-
tion, and;

v. a hardcopy damage map fulfils the needs of the disaster
responder.

We posit that the creation of a consensual approach to collab-
orative mapping must include a continuing process of CTA
to understand the information and decision requirements of
the people who will use the map and image products (i.e.,
emergency responders), and to understand how the volun-
teers can be optimally instructed and their mapping con-
tributions merged into user-needs specific and flexible map
products with a known confidence indication. In particular,
the mapping organizers (e.g., GEO-CAN), as connecting el-
ement between volunteer and map user, must address these
issues. The following is a brief example outline of how CTA
tools can be used practically to address our question 1 (“How
can mapping instructions be conveyed in the most compre-
hensive and least ambiguous manner?”):

Step 1.Conduct Recent Case Walkthroughs with expe-
rienced volunteer mappers, resulting in a list of specifi-
cations of those aspects of the mapping task that were
made easy and those made difficult.

Step 2. Conduct the Envisioning Desirements
Method (Hoffman and McCloskey, 2013). This
version of the CDM scaffolds the participant in describ-
ing work features that would make the work easier or
better. Comparison of the outcome of the two methods
would result in requirements for improved instructions
and training.

Step 3.An evaluation study would take the standard
form for training evaluation, involving the control of
task demand characteristics and subject characteris-
tics (experienced versus inexperienced volunteers). Re-
designed and legacy training could then be compared in
terms of usability and performance in a small-scale sim-
ulated emergency response task using a scenario based
on archival data.

We recognize that it is a challenge to understand the spe-
cific needs of the many thousands of potential maps users
in a post-disaster scenario, and to translate those needs into
a portfolio of flexible information elements the volunteer
community can generate. As emphasized by Duchêne et
al. (2011), users must be allowed to select the information
they require in a form that suits their needs and preferences,
including customization of color schemes and symbology
used, scaling or generalization of information, and use as
hard- or softcopy. At the same time there must be some reg-
ularization or standardization.

It is apparent that current collaborative mapping meth-
ods and software have been created largely on the basis of
“designer-centered design” rather than “work-centered de-
sign”. The questions we raise in this paper are not about the
technology of mapping, but rather about the need for an ap-
proach that embraces the contributions of instructional de-
signers into the creation of instructions. Specifically, we as-
sert that both mapping instructions and software tools can be
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best designed on the basis of results from CTA. All three ac-
tors are engaged in complex cognitive work. Unless all the
efforts of the collaborative mappers and the map makers are
oriented to making products that aid the cognitive work of
the map user, then the enterprise is not going to work op-
timally. As was done by Morss et al. (2005) for flood risk
management, we recommend an iterative, end-to-end-to-end
approach that includes not only the remote sensing special-
ists, but also cognitive systems engineers and instructional
designers, as well as experimental psychologists.

Following the Haiti earthquake, collaborative damage
mapping was also applied to the 2011 Christchurch (New
Zealand) earthquake. The event led to the creation of the
Tomnod platform, with the intention of creating a simpler en-
vironment for collaborative damage mapping. While the site
does include some online training, this primarily concerns
the mapping tools in the software environment, but beyond
that addresses few of the concerns we raise in this article
(see Sect. 3.4). The platform and the approach it employs,
including the CrowdRank method and the use of a dynamic
discussion document, appear useful for the mapping of ob-
jects that have relatively clearly identifiable (and trainable)
salient characteristics (e.g., tents in refugee camps). How-
ever, we consider its objective to “. . . open the initiative to
a larger group of untrained analysts drawn from the general
Internet public” (Barrington et al., 2011; p. 684) for seman-
tically far more complex structural damage mapping to be
misguided.
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